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Directors Foreword

Chris White - Director
Swale Community and Voluntary Services

As the Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) local support and development
organisation in Swale it is vital that we understand the needs of the local groups
that we serve.
To help us gather the information we require we have carried out a survey with
local voluntary and community organisations (VCOs) that asks them a number of
questions aimed at establishing the health of their organisation and identifying the
gaps in support that they feel SCVS could assist them with.
As the only accredited Volunteer Centre for Swale it was a great opportunity to find
out more about volunteering and social action across the borough.
We sampled data from 110 VCOs, which represents 18% of our members.
Swale continues to have a strong and diverse VCS providing high quality services
to our local people. This recognises the socio-economic contribution that the VCS
has to offer.
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Context
Locally (based on 110 responses)
SCVS currently has 623 voluntary organisations within its directory, equating to one voluntary
organisation to every 221 people. This directory is not exhaustive and does not include many
‘below the radar’ organisations that may be offering services.
2013/14
Percent of
organisations
Income
(£)
Proportion of
income (%)

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

Major

Total

44

44

9

3

0

100

146,009

2,207,624

3,015,735

14,801,178

0

20,170,636

0.7

10.9

14.9

73.5

0

100

Nationally (based on 2011/12 estimates)
There were over 161,000 active voluntary organisations in the UK in 2011/12. This is equivalent
to one voluntary organisation for every 395 people. This estimate does not include a large
number of ‘below the radar’ informal groups that are not registered charities
2011/12
Percent of
organisations
Income
(£million)
Proportion of
income (%)

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

Major

Total

51

33

13

2

1

100.0

228.5

1856.1

6544.2

11821.5

18798.8

39249.1

0.6

4.7

16.7

30.1

47.9

100.0

Regionally (based on 2010/11 estimates)
There are 24,416 active voluntary organisations within the South East Region equalling one
voluntary organisation for every 358 people. There is limited financial information available for
this level of enquiry.
2010/11
Percent of
organisations

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

Major

Total

48.8

37.2

11.6

2.2

0.2

100

Income
(£million)

Income

4,593.3

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

Major

Under £10k

£10k to £100k

£100k to £1m

£1m to £10m

Over £10m
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Executive Summary
Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations


Four Swale VCOs have an annual income of over £1m



Extremely diverse range of services being delivered through VCOs in 30
categories (see page 8)

Funding


Over £500k successful grant funding brought into Swale last year directly
linked to SCVS Grantfinder searches



The largest contributors to VCOs income are grants, earned Income and
donations

Volunteering


5387 volunteer hours per week provided by 2690 volunteers, including 432
trustees.

Governance


Recruitment of trustees can be more difficult, particularly a treasurer

Training and Development Opportunities


35% of VCOs reported that they provide training for staff, volunteers and
trustees.



Training attended includes bid writing, tender writing, trustee training and risk
assessments

Social Value


Although many VCOs did not understand social value, once explained many
contributed (see page 17)



VCOs need to recognise the importance of data capturing and demonstrating
social value

Support


Highest demand for SCVS services were for SCEN bulletins, information and
support, communications and volunteer recruitment.



623 organisations are in the SCVS database with 288 receiving regular
information and currently 345 followers on Twitter
Voluntary and Community Sector Survey 2013/14
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Key Figures
Annual Expenditure of 110
organisations was
£13,451,230 in 2012/13
15,824 weekly staff hours and
an annual salary bill of
£7,295,463
126 Grantfinder * searches in
the last year leading to
£609,029 funding brought into
Swale
5387 volunteer hours per
week that would cost
£1,767,582 annually at
minimum wage rates
75% of groups rated the
contribution of their
volunteers as Excellent
40% of VCOs are uncertain
about their future
Sample of 12 local charities
shows a funding deficit of
£229,879 over the previous
three years
* Grantfinder is a search programme funded by Swale Borough Council that SCVS can access
to search potential grants available for a number of project categories.
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Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations
A total of 110 Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations (VCOs) completed
the survey with 22 of these stating that they operate as a local branch of a larger
national organisation.
The breakdown of the areas in which the organisations are based are 40 from
Sheppey, 20 from Faversham, 10 from Sittingbourne, 27 covering all of Swale, 9
covering all of Kent and 4 covering a wider area than Kent.
Of the organisations that responded 53 are set up as community groups, 51 are
registered charities, 3 are registered not for profit companies, 2 are charitable
incorporated organisations and 1 is a community interest company.
Over half of the responding organisations have been operating for over 6 years and
4 new organisations have been formed in the past year.

Unknown
11%
21%

Less than 1 year

26%
4%

14%

8%

5 years or less
6 to 10 years

16%

10 to 21 years
21 to 50 years
More than 50 years
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Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations
Services being offered by VCOs remains diverse with the respondents reporting
provision of 501 different services in 30 different categories with provision for older
people, families and young people being the most prevalent services.

Young people
Volunteer service
Victim support
Transport
Tourism
Sufferers of ill health
Sport
People with mental health difficulties
Older people
Mediation services
Lone Parents
Infrastructure/Umbrella
Information/Advice/Guidance
Homeless young people
Homeless Adults

Heritage
Families
Faith
Ethnic Minorities
Domestic Violence
Counselling
Conservation/Wildlife
Children with disabilities
Children
Bereaved
Befriending
Arts
Animal welfare
Adults with disabilities
Addiction

0

5
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15

20
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Voluntary and Community Sector Organisations
The VCOs employ 376 full time staff and 278 part time staff totalling 15,824 work
hours per week. The combined salary bill is £7,295,463.
The staffing positions within the VCOs include
Admin / Secretarial
Advisors
Apprentices
Befriending co-ordinators
Caretakers
Care workers
Cleaners
Communications / Marketing / PR
Community development workers
Dementia outreach workers
Finance staff

IT managers / workers
Management
Outreach
Project managers
Project workers/co-ordinators
Reception staff
Senior management
Sports workers
Support workers
Volunteer co-ordinators
Youth workers

Fundraisers

Annual Income of groups
Up to £10k

49

Up to £50k
Up to £100k
Up to £250k

32
16
3

Up to £300k

1

Up to £500k

3

Up to £1m

2

Above £1m

4

Annual Expenditure of groups in 2010/11 was £11,840,778
Annual Expenditure of groups in 2011/12 was £12,864,515
Annual Expenditure of groups in 2012/13 was £13,451,230
Showing a 14% increase in expenditure over the last three years.
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Funding
Grants still make up the largest proportion of income for the VCS at 27% with
substantial monies also coming from fundraising, donations and earned income.
Contracts and Service Level Agreements combined currently account for less than
10% of the monies.

Where do VCS groups get
their funding from
12%

4%

Contracts
27%

18%

Grants

15%

19%

Earned income

Service level
agreements

5%

Number of groups receiving other types of funding
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
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Funding
Organisations were asked where they access information about funding and of the
70 responses the most used sources were clearly the Swale Community
Empowerment Network (SCEN) bulletins and use of the Grantfinder Service
through SCVS.

Grantfinder
Newsletters
SCEN Bulletin
Funding Central
Age UK national charity
Carers Trust - Internet
Inside Track - KCC
Internet Research

20
7
31
7
2
1
1
1

In the past year 126 Grantfinder reports have been run by SCVS for local
organisations. 21 groups responding to this survey had 1 or more Grantfinder
searches conducted for them and 12 of these rated the service they received as
excellent.
These groups reported that they had been successful in a total of 66 applications
obtaining funding equalling £609,029.
The average award for successful applications was £4754 which did not include
one high level application that received £300,000 funding.
Only 6 groups stated that they had entered into the tendering process with 4 of
them reporting that they found the experience to be a good one. 1 group rated their
experience of the process as satisfactory and 1 rated it as poor.
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Volunteering
The 110 VCOs currently have 2258 volunteers (excluding management committee
members) who provide an aggregated average of 5387 hours of work each week in
the following roles;
Administration
Advisors
Artists

General Helpers
Hospital Assistants
Marshalls

Befrienders
Builders and Maintenance
Caretaker
Carers
Caterers
Chaperones
Cleaners
Collection Agents

Peer supporters
Performers
Physiotherapists
Pitch preparation
Project workers
Radio operators
Refreshment sales
Support workers

Drivers
Escorts
Event management
Fundraisers
Gardeners

Trainers
Tutors
Volunteer Mediators
Youth workers

Even working on a minimum wage rate currently at £6.31 per hour these roles
would cost an additional £1,767,582 per annum to provide if not for volunteers.
However with the minimum wage rising to £6.50 in late 2014 this figure would be
£1,820,806
Using the recommended £7.20 per hour living wage an additional cost of £249,311
per annum would be incurred by VCOs.

“Volunteers are not paid, not because they are worthless, but
because they are priceless”
Canadian author Sherry Anderson
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Volunteering
The volunteer turnover rates for VCOs varies significantly with most reporting them
to be low, however, 5 groups report a high turnover and 1 as having a very high
turnover.

Ease of Recruiting Volunteers

2%

4%

19%

Very easy

Easy
Difficult
Very difficult

75%

The belief of the voluntary sector organisations was reported that these high
turnover rates are caused by limited time work scheme placements and the need
for people to use volunteering as way for them to get back into paid employment.
16 organisations stated that they were currently developing new volunteer
opportunities and 30 organisations would consider using home based volunteers to
assist them.
33% of VCOs that responded rated the contribution made by their volunteers as
good and 67% rated the contribution as excellent.
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Governance
The most popular way in which VCOs promote volunteering opportunities, including
trustee recruitment, is the use of SCVS’s Volunteer Centre. The progression of
digital interaction has also led to organisations using their own websites as the
second most popular way of promoting opportunities.

How organisations promote their
volunteering opportunities
Volunteer centre
18%

39%

7%

Local press/radio

15%
SCEN bulletins

21%

Own website

The 110 organisations currently have 432 Trustees who on average provide 837
hours per week. Only 11 organisations stated that they felt they did not have
enough trustees in place and the main officer position that was needed is a
treasurer.

Ease of recruiting trustees
60
50
40

30
20
10
0
No
Response

Very easy

Easy

Difficult

Very
difficult

The following reasons were suggested by VCOs as why they believe it is difficult to
recruit trustees;

Hard to find people with the right set of skills and willing to take on the
responsibility of the role

People do not want the level of commitment.

People get worried about the level of responsibility involved as a trustee

There is a lack of interest in this area.

Unsure why but probably need to do a recruitment campaign
Voluntary and Community Sector Survey 2013/14
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Governance
VCOs were asked to list the skills that they felt their board of trustees currently
possess (Shown in Orange) and what skills they would find desirable (Shown in
Blue). This would indicate that most organisations are happy with the level of skills
that their management displays.

Trustees Skills
Strategic planning
Service delivery
Risk management
Project management
Premises/Staff management
Policy and research
Performance management
Marketing/PR/Campaigning
Knowledge of your community
Knowledge of the local sector
Knowledge of employment law

Knowledge of charity/company law
ICT
Fundraising
Financial management

Event organisation
Business planning
Administration
Accounting

0

10

20

30

40
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Training (Learning and Development Opportunities)
35% of VCOs reported that they provide training for their staff, volunteers and
trustees, with the highest proportion being the provision of non-accredited training
that was provided at a location alternate to their own organisational base.
Accredited In house internal trainer
Accredited In house external trainer
Accredited Off site training
Accredited distance learning
Non-Accredited In house internal trainer
Non-Accredited In house external trainer
Non-Accredited Off site training
Non-Accredited distance learning

11
9
10
4
14
15
27
5

Some of the reported barriers to attending training included;

Childcare provision

Clashing with work

Cost of training course

Distance to attend

Illness and staff shortages

Limited mobility and venues without disabled access
The following VCS Training courses have been attended this year
Bid Writing
Challenging Behaviour
Child Protection
Fire Safety
First Aid
Food Safety
Pitch Perfect
Risk Assessments
Safeguarding
Tender Training
Train the Trainer
Trustee Training
The majority of respondents to the survey would prefer that future training sessions
be delivered as half-day sessions provided in local venues for ease of attendance.
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Social Value
VCOs were asked to show any Social Value Measures that their activities meet in
line with the Swale Borough Council‘s Local First Policy.
These measure are becoming more important for VCS organisations to track,
following the implementation of the Social Value act and these are now referenced
in local authority procurement and commissioning policies. Many VCOs contribute
to social value but do not recognise it or measure it.

Proposed Social Value Measures

Ensuring ethical supply (eg Fair trade)
Water use
Contributing to health improvement programme and…
Enhancing and celebrating local culture and heritage
Encouraging social integration and community cohesion…
Enabling community development and engagement
Increasing volunteering opportunities
Waste minimisation, reuse and recycling
Protecting biodiversity
Number of training opportunities
Number of people taken out of out of work benefits
Number of work placement schemes for school age…
Number of apprentice positions
Numbers of local jobs created and sustained
0

5

10

15
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SCVS Support
We asked the local VCS organisations to indicate which support and development
services provided by SCVS they access and also to indicate any areas that they
feel we could improve or new services we could offer.
All 110 groups reported that they were happy with the level of services that SCVS
currently provide, however as an organisation we will continue to identify needs
and gaps and provide innovative solutions to these.

Services and support provided by SCVS
Volunteer recruitment
Training programme
Tendering
Staffing
Setting up new groups
SCEN meetings
SCEN bulletins
Room hire
Representation and partnerships
Project management
Newsletter
IT support
Information and support
Governance support
Funding information
Financial services
Employment services
Communications
Campaigning and policy
Business planning
Bid writing
Befriending
Back office support
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Quality Assurance
Another key area of work that SCVS undertake is representation for the voluntary
and community sector and 72% of responding organisations stated that they were
happy for us continue in this role. Only 5% or organisations wanted to take on an
active role as a representative.
One area that is considered key with more funding opportunities being processed
in the form of tenders is the ability to prove your standard of delivery through
obtaining Quality Standards like PQASSO and Investors in Volunteers.
Seven organisations reported that they possessed a quality standard and a further
4 indicated that they would like to gain a standard.
The reasons for not having a QS were quoted as:


Do not believe any are relevant to what we are doing



Parent organisation has QS



Only just began as a group



Do not believe there is any quality mark that is
appropriate to us.



Have not got the staffing to spend the time it would take to complete.



We are a faith based organisation with no set standard



We are a small organisation with no need for such
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The Future
All of the participating organisations were asked to look forward and consider what
changes may happen in the next three years.
It was felt that the ease of both recruiting staff and volunteers would remain
generally the same or become slightly easier, whilst the ease of recruiting new
trustees would either be the same or get slightly harder due to the level of
commitment needed and the responsibility associated with these positions.
53% of organisations believe that their income will increase slightly over the next
three years but this is less than the 64% who believe that their expenditure will
increase slightly indicating that a number of VCOs expect deficits.
Most organisations feel that the value of grant funding they apply for will remain
similar but the organisations that currently have funding from statutory bodies feel
that this funding source will decrease significantly in the coming years leaving the
need to access more grants.
Most VCOs have reported that their need to use external support and be involved
in partnerships and networks will increase or stay the same.
When asked to consider the life expectancy of their organisation 40% stated that
they were uncertain.

Life Expectancy of Organisations
Uncertain
19%

Less than 12 mths
40%

1 to 3 years

3 to 5 years
5 to 10 years

22%

10 to 25 years
11%

More than 25yrs

2% 3%

3%
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The Costs
Swale Community and Voluntary Services currently receive the following core
funding to offer support for the local Voluntary and Community Sector;
£15,000

Swale Borough Council core delivery

£3,000

SBC Grantfinder funding (In Kind)

£4,824

Kent County Council core delivery

£22,824

Total funding for providing support service (CVS) function

There are currently 623 organisations on our database for Swale and if these were
to all request support from SCVS it would equate to them being provided with
1.75hrs per year, working on an average hourly rate for the CVS team.
However we only have 288 local organisations that actively seek to access
information or support at this time so this would then increase the time that SCVS
can offer them to 4 hours per year.
This support does not include the recruiting of volunteers or trustees as SCVS also
receives core funding each year for the Swale Volunteer Centre function.
Additionally SCVS also receives £19,335 funding for focused Public Health
delivery.
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Looking Forward
With 40% of 110 VCO’s uncertain about their future there are incredible challenges
and indeed opportunities to realise over the coming year and beyond.
Locally
Our survey shows that the voluntary and community sector in Swale is diverse and
provides a plethora of services for local people across the borough of Swale. We
want to work with the sector to help to secure their future seeking to develop new
services, identifying needs and filling the gaps.
SCVS will continue to develop its social media presence due to the high demand
for information and regular communications.
There is a strong willingness from Public Sector Organisations to engage with the
voluntary and community sector with the view to delivering contracts. The proof will
be evident in how the market is developed and whether local VCO’s are successful
with their tenders either in a prime contracting/ sub-contractor/ consortium role.
VCO’s still have a commitment to undertake training however the time and
resources available are under constant strain therefore SCVS needs to think
carefully about how to deliver more cost effective learning and development
opportunities in the coming year.

Nationally
Tough times are set to stay according to NAVCA’s latest quarterly members’ survey,
the 8th in the series. The survey shows that NAVCA members, local infrastructure
charities, remain concerned about the financial prospects of local voluntary groups
over the coming 12 months. The survey also indicates that NAVCA members’
relationships with local authorities are coming under strain. The survey uses a
representative sample panel of NAVCA members to track trends in local voluntary
action. The latest survey took place in April. Surveys have been run every three
months since July 2012.
This survey saw the highest percentage (40 per cent) of respondents saying that
their relationship with their local authority has worsened over the last 12 months.
Forty per cent of respondents also said that they felt their local council would have
a negative influence on their success over the next 12 months.
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Looking Forward
NAVCA members remain broadly pessimistic about the coming months; just 24%
think their financial situation with improve (either slightly or much improved), over
50% say the financial situation for local groups will get worse and more NAVCA
members are reducing staff than increasing. The survey does though show that
28% of NAVCA members are looking to increase the range of their services and
just 20% cutting services.
Joe Irvin, Chief Executive of NAVCA, said;
“These findings illustrate why we need the Government’s proposed sustainability fund. Our members know better than anyone how local charities and community groups are faring. For nearly
two years now they have been telling us that things are not getting better for local groups. It
concerns me that relationships with local councils appear to be getting worse in some areas. I
suspect cuts to services are a factor, which is why now is precisely the time when councils
should be working with our members to help their communities. I know that the best councils
realise the value of their local voluntary sector and the vital role NAVCA members can play.”

NCVO’S manifest 2015 can be found at:
http://www.ncvo.org.uk/images/documents/policy_and_research/ncvomanifesto-2015.pdf
It talks about:




How to Strengthen the Economy and Help People Find Work
How to Transform Public Services
How to help communities and volunteering flourish

NCVO’s Stuart Etherington says he is;
“feeling more optimistic about the sector's prospects, but that reputation could be our next
biggest challenge. Charities have drawn on their reserves of inner strength to see them through
tough economic times. These aren’t over, but other challenges await. Among the most important,
he argues, is public trust in charities: charities themselves need to set high standards and be
seen to live by them.”

A full copy of his letter to the Voluntary Sector after Volunteer’s Week 2014 can be
found here:
http://blogs.ncvo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/hannah-kowszun/stuartethrington-letter-to-the-sector-final.pdf
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